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CULINARY EXPERIENCE OF THE YEAR

TOUR OPERATOR OF THE YEAR

GASTRO RALLYE

www.gastro-rallye.com

ECHO TRAILS
BERLIN, GERMANY

Berlin has always attracted those seeking something a
little different, an unexpected experience or a weekend
full of surprises. Our judges loved the way Gastro Rallye
introduced visitors to the world of Berlin’s excellent cuisine
and gastronomy, with flair, style and excitement. They wanted
to highlight one tour in particular, for the way it gets to the
heart of what food culture in Berlin is all about. The Snacky
Tour takes visitors to the best pastry and bakery shops in the
Prenzlauer Berg district, as well as the energetic coffee scene
in eccentrically decorated shops.

www.echo-trails.com

We loved the Deluxe Tour, which shows off the most intricate,
inspirational and engaging cuisine in East Berlin. The tour
visits three internationally renowned restaurants and the
guide will lead guests through the gastronomic experience,
giving recommendations for their favourite dishes. This tour
will be forever memorable to food enthusiasts seeking original
and stimulating dining. We also enjoyed the back story the
guides imparted at each location. For a personal and expert
guided experience of the exciting food culture in Berlin,
Gastro Rallye wins the Culinary Experience of the Year award
for Berlin, Germany.

LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND

Whether visiting in the bright summer sunshine or the
snowy winter, Lucerne is an ideal location to enjoy some
of the finest walking and biking in the world. Echo Trails
impressed our judges with their small group sizes, rarely more
than three people, and the personal attention each visitor
on a tour receives. They were impressed with the way each
guide was able to adjust the tour to suit fitness levels, exercise
expectations and the sightseeing desires for each guest. Echo
Trails tours are conducted by native English speakers, and
guides know the area intimately.
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We particularly enjoyed the Lake Lucerne Hiking Tour which
includes in depth exploration of the Swiss Alps, as well as
expert guides who will ensure that guests never get lost,
and can find every destination on their ‘to see’ list. We also
appreciated the careful consideration in the choice of bikes
used for biking tours, as with the E-Bike you can chat, enjoy
and ride with ease because you have a 400 watt battery to
assist you while you pedal. With a great range of tours and
knowledgeable expert tour guides, Echo Trails win the Tour
Operator of the Year award for Lucerne, Switzerland.
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